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“Segenswelle” is based at Market Bosworth, on the beautiful and quiet
Ashby Canal. Ideal for a day to get away from it all, and relax, get to know
other people (or get to know them better) and enjoy the day’s retreat theme
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The boat is electrically powered: so it is nice and quiet; and ecologically
friendly!
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It’s well equipped galley is all electric and provides facilities for folk to
make themselves drinks, or make themselves lunch. (We do not provide
food on board, but can arrange for a local cafe to make up some very nice
lunches. (Ask for the menu for the day)
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The retreat leaders usually can provide someone to talk to, (and
depending on circumstances) the Community Chaplain may well be on
board..
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Retreats can be on all sorts of subjects from “Faith Retreats” ie Bible
themes (or exposition), prayer or the Christian Life: To such subjects as
Nutrition, and the local Ecology.
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There is no formal charge but we do ask for a donation (there is a guidance
figure if you want to use it)
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“Segenswelle” is owned and run by Abundance 4 Living whose objective
is “supporting community” and help to build relationships.
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